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ABSTRACf

The Optics ef Metals is.an interdisciplinary subject, ef interest
fer courses ef Electromagnetic Theory, Optics, and Solid State Physics.
The review i8 meant for presentation at the undergraduate level. The
subject matter is chosen fer its simplicity and includes the fellowing
topies: the eptical constants, the Drude model, inhomogeneous waves,
propagation and refraetion (including the skin effect>, reflectivity
(including plasma effects). bulk plasmons, and surface plasmon-polari-
tons.

J. J~TRroocrJ(l'I

The Opties oí ~~tals is an interdisciplinary subject. and nume-
rous textbooks of Electromagnetic Theory(J). Optics(Z). and Solid
State PhySics(3l inelude sections or even a chapter devoted to it. A
book has been also published en this themc(4). Most aforementioned
texts are at the graduate level.

This revi~. is meant far presentation at th~ undergraduate level.
Hence the subject matter ""as chosen for its simplicit)'. Cran both the
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physical and mathcmatical poiot of view. At the same time the inter-
disciplinal)" oature of Metal Optics is stressed.

The material propertics of metals may be described in tcnns of

their "aptical constéUlts". Various descriptions are in use and .•...i11

be given in Seco 2. The Drude modeleS) (Sec. 3), in spite oí its
antiquity. is alive aod ~el1 and IDOst uscful ~hen it comes to specific
results [ay physical understanding of metallic behavior. In Seco ~ ~e
sh~- that clectromagnetic waves in metals are no! simple plane wavcs:
far a [inite angle of incidence of the light the planes of constan!
phase and the pl¡mes of constan! ampli tude are not paTallel to each

othcr. Such l¡,'8VeS are callcd "inhomogeneous". They exhibí t sorne in-

teresting propagatíon charactcristics (Sec. 5) such as the skin
effeet and the dependcnce of the phase velocity on the angle of in-
cidence. Seco 6 deals with metallic reflectivity, the plasma edge,
the critical ang1e, and the Brewster angle. The 1ast two themes to
be treated us~,lly belong to Salid Statc Physics, however they fit
in natural!y into a presentation based on electramagnetic theary.
They are plasmons (Sec. 7) and surface p1asmons (Sec. 8). We shal1
derive the various modes which ~~y propagate in the bulk of a meta!
and at its surfacc and also discuss optical techniques for their
excitation.

With thc exception of the 1ast scction, which deaIs with re-
latively new devcloprncnts, this rcvicw is limited to semiinfinite
metal1ic media (Fig. 1). A tutorial article by ~estel1 and Christy(6)
is availablc on the subject of the optics oí thin metallic fiIros.
A thorough trcaonent af the classical theory oí aptical dispersion
was given by Christy(7). Recent ad\~nces, including experimental
data on optical properties of man}" metals and alloys are revie",.ed
in a monograph by Nilsson(8) .
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Fig. 1 Refraction of aplane wave fram an insulator into a metal.

The metal is characterized by either its complex dielectric
constant £ or its compley.index of refraction N. The wave
in the metal is inhomogeneous: the real and imaginary parts
of the wavevecter q point in different directions fer eo~o.
Note that the case 8 > 80 may be realized fer n < 1.

2. 1HE OPTlCAL CO~STA.~TS£. a •. ~\'IJ ~

One of M<lXk'ell's equations,

~
'7 x H

4, ~
-Je

+ 1
e (1al

( lb)
~
9 x H

is frequently expressed in one of two alternative forms. In the

fi rst, the conduc.:.ion current J is "absorbed" in an effective dis-

placement vector Def :

30ef
e ~
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In the .':<:'(onddescrirtion, that part of the displaccment current

\o:hich i5 associateu \,,:ith..•matcrial (non-vacuum) propcrtics is "absorbed"

in an effectÍ\-c' curren! .lef:

'V x 11 1 aE
e at .•. 4'

e (le)

The fonrtulations (la). (lb). ano (le) are completely equivalent and

the choice is a matter of convcnicnce.
Th(' 1inear response cOTresponding to E'l. (lb) is given by

~
€ • E (2)

~here £ is the complcx dielcctric tensor. This description is appro-
priate to anisotropic crystals. Alternatively. the linear response
appropriate to Eq. (le) is

o E o ( 3)

~here a i5 the compl~x conductivity tensor. OUT revicw will be
limited to an harn~nic time depcndence, i.e. a11 fields and sources
are proportional to cxp-(iwt). Then substituting Eq. (2) in Eq. (lb),

and EC}. (3) in Eq. (le), and eomparing the results we find that

f.:ij -+- (.hTi/w) o ...
1)

(4)

A etIbie crystal is eharacterized by isotropy. i.c. Dcf 11 Jef 11 E
for an arbitrary direction of thc clectric ficId. Then thc off.

diagonal elemcnts of £: vanish rmd thc diagonal elements are equal.

Eg. (4) is replaeed by

1 -+- (4ni/w)o

o is often called the "optieal" conductivity. Separating Eq. (S)

into real and imaginary parts we gct

(5 )
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lbc co~lcx indcx oí refracticn. ~, providcs a thiTd dcscrip-
tion of thc cptical ccnst~~ts oí ~~ iS8tropic diclcctric mcdium. It
is defincd by the relation

(o + ik)2 ( 7)

The real and imaginary par! oí E: are given by

2nk • (8)

Conversely, the real and imaginary part oí N may be [ound from Eqs.

(8) in h.'l1T.S oí the real and imaginary part oí E. They are given

by the equations

2n'

3. 1HE ORlIDEmOEL

(9a)

(9b)

lñe Drude mode!(S) has gane a long wa)' in explaining transport

and aptical properties oí conductors. The dielectric function has
a11 the merits of simplicity:

E

,
1---~ .wrw+TVT (10)

1/'The plas~~ [requency w is given by w = (4rrne2/m*) where n isr rthe dcnsity oí the charge carriers and m* is their effective mass.
lñe othcr pararncter of the model is the collision [requency (oy rc-
laxation frequ('ncy) v. Its reciprocal, T = l/v. is the collision
time. It is 3 phenomenological way to describe the average time
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bctlo.'cen co11i5iol15 due to complex micToscopic proccsses such as electTon.

phonon and electron.elcctron interaction. ~ote that, foy v=O, the Drudc
dielectric function vanishes at the frequency wp' i.e. E(wp)=O.

By using ElI. (S) wc can find the expression far the conducti\'ity

thatcorrcspcnds to Eq. (10). It is given by

o(w) = 00
- lWT ( 11)

00 is the D.C. conductivity. This resul! may be dcrivcd from a simple
equation fay the total force acting on an electron:

dVm* dt = -eE - m* y
1

(12)

The secand term is a damping force on an electron moving with the drift
vel(,eity J. The curren! is given byoE:-nev and Eg. (11) readily foll~'s.

The real and imaginary part of the Drude dielectric function (10)
are pIottea in Fig. 2. The largc negative values of £1 and it5 change
oí sigo atw::=wpare characteristie of metallie behavioT. The collision
frequeney is choscn to be v=O.Ol tJp (or wpl=lOO ). which is a reasonable
value for a pure metal at room temperature. This frequency is usually
taken as a dividing line beth'cen the low-frequency regiDo ~«v. and the
high-frequency region W»v. However. a real metal does not often satisfy
the Drude model in a frequency range as wide as shown in Fig. 2. A frc-
quent test of the validity of the model for W»v is plotting of experi-
mental values of £} as a function of A2 (~herc A is the wavelength). and
of £2 as a function of A 3. In the case of "Drudelike" behavior both
graphs should be straight lines; this follows from Eq. (la) because

(v«w) (13)

The optical eonstants n and k for the Drude model are gotten by
substituting eq. (10) in eqs. (9). The result is sho~n in Fig. 3.
Various usefu! aproximations are summarized in Table l. For this
purpose the spectntm is dividcd into fivc frcquency regions.
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Fig_ 2 Real part el (salid line)and imaginary part £2 (broken lioe) of
the Drude dielectric function. Note the changes of scale and
the change in sigo oE £1 from negative te positive in the vici-
nity of the plasma frequency. This i$ shown in more detail in
the inset. The regioos I-V are defined in Table l.
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Fig. 3 Real part n (salid line) and imaginary part k (broken lioe) of the

complex index of refraction fer the Drude model of a metal.
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The mas! important limitations oí the Drude model are the following:
1) It fails to describe adequately camplex scattcring processes, which can-
no! he lumped into a single, frequency-indcpcndent scattering frequency \l.

2) It ignores effccts of spatial dispersioneS) ,(9) (oy non-local effects)
which can be described only by a dielectric ftmction ..•..hich depends explicit-

Iy on the wavevector q. in addition to the frcquency. These effects are
characterizcd by a more general response thao fll.. (2) , namcIy

in thc isotrapie casc. By"nonlocal" it i5 mean! that D at a point ~ is de-
pendent on E at other points T'. If £ (--;',-;") = e:(w) ¿(--;--~.')•.•••,hete 6 is the

Oirac-delta ftmction, then the "local" response ñ(r) = £ (w) E (r) b reco\'-~~ ~
cred. In this case the Fourier traTIsfonn of E:(r,r') i~ independent of q and

1s givcn by E(W). "Nonlocal" effects are important when qil[l-il.a1t1 ?:1, ",here

.t:: vpt is thc mean free path oí thecharge earriers and vF is the Fenni ve-

locity. In the lrn,'.frequcncy region wT«l this eondition reduces to ql'(: 1,

whieh means that the meml free I~th 15 of the order of, or larger than. the

wavelength 2n/q. The mean free path usually inerca~es as the tempcrature is

10wered. Thercforc cffects oí spatial di5persion may be ver)' important at

10\\ temperatures; the case of the anamalous skin cffeet is such an examplc~3)

1n the high-frequeney region wt»l nonloca1 effects are pronounced for

qVF!w~l, i.c. ~hen the phase velocity wlq is oí the order of, or smal1er

than, the Fellni vclocity vF' 3) .QuantLDllmC'chanical cffects such as band

structure and the shape of the Fenni surface are ignored. The inc1usion o[

these requires much morc sophisticated theorie5. 4) A particular effeet

oí band strueturc are interhand transitions. which beeome extremely impor-

tant at sufriciently high frcquencies. usually in the visible range of the
spectnnn~7). (8) Interband transi t ions may be powerfu1 enough to cause a dras-

tic ueviation oí the frequency for ",hich El(W) vanishes frem the va1uc wp'
They may a150 eontribute a "tail" ",'hich reaches as [ar as the infrared

region. Clearly the Drudc modcl is 1inllted to intraband transitions.

The 1imits oE the Drudc-model are oEten pushed further by means of
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various gcnerali:ations. a) It is sometimes assurncd tha! the collision fre-
quene)" v dcpends on the frequene)" w. A dcpcndcnce oí the fonn

v = Vo ~ awf is prcdictcd on the basis of a theory of elcetron-electron sea!
tcring( 10) ano is hclpful in accounting [ar ceTtain obscrvations [ar the
nchIc mctals~ll) b) Various groups of charge carricrs, each ane charactcr-
i:cd by its plasma frequencyw¡ and collision frequcnc)' 'Jjmay contribute to

obscrvcd properties. Then Eq. (lO) is replaced h)'

£ (w) 1 -
w.'t w(w +liVi) (4)

e) 1 f the iooie cores are polarizable then hW e:(w) is no! equ.:;,!to 1 as

prcdictcd by Eq. (10). This shortcoming may be Tcmedicd by mul tiplying

Eq.(IO) by the factor t."", the high-frequency dielectric constant. In this
case the definitían of the plasma frequency must be modified, to read
wp = (4TIne2/m*£~)!/2This procedure is also valid for highly doped polar se-
n:.icanductor5'(such as InSb or GaAs) in a frequency regian not very near to
thc transverse phonon frequency wr. In the latter case £~can be as large
as 16.

The alkali metals, thc noble mctals, and a nwnhcr of transition met-
als satisfy quite wcll thc Drudc model for frequencies suffieiently below
thc onset of interband transitions. Thus Eq. (10) is usually an adequate
dpscription of metals for infrared and lower frequeneies. Moreover, the
model may hold for very high frequencies (e.g. in the visible and the
ultraviolet Tange) , pTovidcd that the frequency of inteTest does not lie
too neaT to an interband transition threshold.

4. ¡~HCMJGF}•.mJS WAVES

Assuming that OUT ~~ium is homogeneous, isotropie, linear and
souTeelcss an arbitraT)' eomponent ~ of the electTo~~gnetic fields satis-
fics the wavc equatian,

( 15)

.~
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The simplest solution of this equation is a "plane wave,,~12)

where the wavevector q is related to the frequency by rncans of the
"dispersion Telation"

(16)

q = w/c •o ( 17)

Here CIa is the vacuum wavevectoT. By Eq. (17),

(with dielectric constant Ea) the wavevector 1S
along the interface is (see Fig. 1)

q : q IEsin ex o o o

in the insulating medium

qo¡C;. and its component

( 18)

Thi5 component is continuous across the inteface; othen..-ise no bOlUldary

condition could be satisfied. Ne aSSlmle that the plane of incidence is the

x-z plane, thus ~ = 0, without restriction of the generality. Then, by

Eqs. (17) and (18) J the nonnal component of the wavevector inside the con•.

ductor is given by

q' : q' _ q' = q' (o - £ sin'e).z x o o o
(19)

Beeause £ is a cornplex quantity. so mus! be qz' Its real and imaginary
part are the solutions of the equations

(20a)

(20b)

We find

1/'
2(q /0_)' = ((£1 - £ sin'e)' + £'] + (£1 - £ sin'e ) (21)z1.2 ""1() o o 2 o o

Thus the wavevector components qx and qz q .•. iqz are completely de-
zl ,
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tennined by the optical constants oí the two media (Eo,El • and (2), the vac-
uum wavevector q , and the angle oí incidence a .o o

The meaning oí a complex wavevector is readUy tmdcrstood by writing

out Eq. (16) explicitly:

where

qx+q £x z)

« -q z) i (Req.r - wt) ,
"'o€ Zz e

(22)

(23)

is the real part oí the wavevector. The iJnaginary part oí q has only a nor-

mal canponent (q ), thusz,
~ ~ "q = Req + iqz,z (24)

~e have a picture oí a wave propagating in the directian oí Req (which is

detennined by the ratio q Iq) and attenuated in the direction Z. Thesez) x
two directions coincide only in the special case oí normal incidence,

e :::::O. The planes oí constan! pl:3se are perpendicular to Req and theo
planes oí constant amplitude are perpendicular to the normal to the inter-

face, i. For e # 0, these sets oí planes are not paral1el to each other.o -
A wave possessing this property is called "inhomogeneous": at a given in-

stant t, different points on the wavefront have different amplitudes, be-

cause the attenuation depends en the depth z oí material traversed.

For insulating material s usually (:2«(:1and therefore, q «q
z2 zl

for arbitrar)' eo. For this reason the problem oí inhomogeneousness of the

wave, although existent in principIe, is not very important. On the other

hand, the optical properties oí conductors cannat be described in tenns of
ordinary or "homogeneous" plane waves.
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S. PROPAGATICN ANO ATTENUATION IN '!HE CONOOCfOR

Ke 5hal1 first deal with the simple case of nonmal incidence, 80= O.
Then qx = O and Eqs. (21) reduce to

2(q Iq)' = (£1' + £,')1/' + £ .
Z 1 .2 o 1

By Eqs. (9) \\'e get

(2 S)

q = q nzl o
and (26)

In terms of the complex index oí refraetían we may \\~ite

The \o,'3velength is

(27)

(28)

where A 2rrc/w is the "plasmon wavelength", By Eq. (22) the aJT,plitude
P Poí the wave falls off to l/e oí its value at the interface (2=0) aftcr

penetrating into thc metal to a derth
"skin depth" ó; far nomal incidence.

This quantity is the

(29)

The nonnalized ",'avelength, AlA and!he nonnalized skin depth 6/A areP' Pplotted in Fig. 4 for a Drude metal, with TI and k given in Fig. 3. In
tbe regions I-ITI we have A»6 and, therefore, the wave is damped out be-

fare penetrating into the metal to a distanee oí the arder oí ane wavc-
length. These regions are dominated by the "skin effcct"f'3)strong at-
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tenuation of the wave, rather than propagation into the interior of the con.
ductor. On the other hand, in regionV, ~«6. meaning that the ~ave can
complete many oscillations befare being damped out. Thi5 i5 the propagat ion
region and damping cffccts are quite small. Thus, ahove the plasma [requen-
ey. a metal becomes transparento In the context of Salid State Physics this
phenornenon is called the "ultraviolet transparency of metals,,~3) It is

causcd by the fae! that the real part of the dielectric function becomes
positive and, therefore, the index of refraetion (N~~~ i5 basically real:
the metal then behaves not unlike an insulatoT, as far as electromagnetic
phenorncna are concerned. We shall have to sa, more on the ultraviolet tTans
parency oC metals in Secs. 6 and 7.

Now we retum to the case of an arnitraI)' angle of incidenec 60, The
wave1ength is found frem Eq. (23):

2'
IRe q

2,
(q , • q ,) ,/2

x "

(30)

~here qx and qz are given by F.qs. (18) y (21), respectively. One may a1so
define an indcx n', which gives the ratio of ~he speed of light to the phase
velocity of the wave:

n' • clRe ql/w (q' • q' J'/' /
X Zl qo (31)

(32)

It is interesting that n', and therefore the phase velocity in the conduc-
tor, depend on thc dielectric constant £0 of the insulator, as ~ell as on
the dielcctric constant £1+i£2 of the metal. In addition, the phase veloc-
ity depends on eo. This has becn reccntly stressed by Ciddor~14) Ho~ever
the cffcet is mast pronounced under skin-effect conditioos, ~hen q~ S qz .-, ,

The angle of refraction mar be fOlU1d from Fig. 1:

e (33)
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Fig. 4 The wavelength A and the skin depth Ó, both normalized to the plasmon
wavelength Ap Z 2nc/wp. for normal incidence (eo z O). For most metals
'óP is of the arder oi 0.1 ~. Note that A~X ~ 100 Ap and
min - O., Ap'

By thP. ccntinuity of qx aCTOSSthe interface we must have

(34)

Hence Eq. (31) leads to
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n' sin e n sin e .o o (35)

This is the generalization of Snell's law of refraction, valid far an
absorptive on concluctive mediLml. Note that n' reduces to n enly under
certain restrictions. Wedefine the "critica! ang1e" , ec' by equation

- l£lT£o (36)

If we neglect effects of dissipatian then k = O and, by Eq. (8), £1 02

and £2 = O. Then Eq. (32) may be expressed as follows:

n' (37)

Two possibilities arise, namely

n' = n if (38)

n' if (39)

In the first case Eq. (35) becomes the same as Snell's law far a noo-
absorbing insulator. In the second case Eq. (35) has a solution only far
e = 90°. Thus the incident ray suffers total reflection. Now, in an
insulator ~l > O (with the exception oí a very narrow frequency region in
the far infrared). Then total reflection ma)' accur at an arbitral)' fre-

quenc)', and ee does not depend very much on the frequency. On the othcr

hand. in a metal El> O onl)' aboye the plasma frequency and, by Eqs. (36)

and (13). Se is strongly dependent on the frequency.

The reader may be pU2zled by the fact that, in an insulator, total

reflection occurs on1)' ~TIcn the ra)' is incident on an optically ~ mc-
diurno i.c. n<no' Isn't a metal opticall}" denser than an insulator? The
anS\<o'eris that aboye the plasma frequency a metal is optically rarer even

than vaculD11: In fact, for v«wp ~.e get frorn Eqs. (8) and (13),
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n' - - "f,'/w' < 1 for w > wp

In this case, and '0 1 (vaeuum), Eq. (36) becomes

sin Se 11 - w' /w2 w > w
p p

(40)

(41 )

In practice, dissipative effects do existo Because of this, as well as prac.
tical experllnental considerations, the effect of total reflection is not
easy to observe in metals.

Turning to the 10w-frequcncy regions 1-111 we find that the expres-
sion for the skin depth, Eq. (29) is also valid for a finite e , providedo
that sin'So «1c,1/£0. In region I we get fran Table 1 and Eqs. (29), (8)

and (6)

(42)

This is the wcll mClIom express ion for the "classical" skin dcpth~3) In re-
gion 1 the optical conductivity is ver)' nearl)' indcpendent of w and 01 = 00'
see Eq. (11). Therefore, in this region the skin depth is inversely pro-
portional to the square root oí the frequency. This behavior is well
kn~ for radio and micr"",,'avefrequencies in metal s at room temperatures.
At very low temperatures, however, a drastic departure frem the simple de-

-,/, . I k. ff (3),(15).pendence 6'" w 15 observed. Then the anorna ous s' In e ect 15

operative, and is caused by the fact that the mean free path oí the elec.
trons becomes of the same order or larger than the wavelength. As men-
tioned in Seco 3, the Drude theory must be replaced by a more sophisti-
cated, so-called non-local theory of conductivity.

Table JI gives sorne useful expressions valid under restricted
specified conditions. The Drude model, hCJ\olever.has not been invoked in
the derivation.
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Table 11. Basic relati0ll5 Cor ft'fractioo at a metallic SUl"face*

Relatioo
RcIPun AsslDpt ions Gz /qo qz/qo bet~ "GZI and Gz;

"
11, 111 l~d»(osin2eo ,

qZI~qZ2
{nZon2sin2E1oJ1/2. uñl!*"Sin eo}o

, Gz¡« GZl
íll) :> £le n2» 1'.2 ""1, "e 51n e" 00-

q «q
" o

,
1::1 ¡ El 1l2«cz«toSin2 tIo .;;r q-q«q "osin lit- 90., , I¡ z~ o

\
sw1 (~o Sin ee..ltia < t\ .,2» I'.l nl/r. qz¡>><l.z¡

" . 1[1' lo sin2eoP/2

6. REFLECTIVITY

Formulas far the rcflectivity. fer the case dcscribcd in Fig. 1, are
dcrived in textbooks of electromagnetism and aptíes. These so-called
Fresnel formulas are gotteo by a straightforward application of ~~ell's

equations and the usual boundary condítions at the interface. Ke shall
quate the famulas fer 5- and p-polarized incidence: in the first case
the clectric fieId oí the wave is parallel to the interface. while in the
second case it is the magnetic field which is parallel to it. The results
for the reflectivity are

~ cos 80

~ cos 80 •
Ir.- £0 sin280 12
Ir. - £0 sm280

(43)
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P

E: cos eo - icc/-

ecos 80 + /cac
£0
2sin280 12

£02sin280
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(44)

FOT normal incidence (60 = O). both formulas reduce to

R = I (45)

In partiOJlar, in region 1 (see TabIe I) we have k _ TI » 1, and Eq. (45)

may be approximated by

~
2", )1/21 - n -nOl •

(46)

The last express ion was gotten by using Eqs. (6) and (8). Eq. (46) ex-
plains why metal s are such good reflectors of light at l~' frequencies.
Because n »"0 the reflectivity deviates very HUle £Tan ene, the de-

viatior. being proportional to (ll/odl/2. This behavior is seen in Fig.S.

The plasma edge at w marks the cnset of the "ultraviolet transparency"p
of metals. At very high frequcncies E..,.lando therefore, R..,.0.

It is evident fTam Fig. S that. at Oblique incidence, the plasma
edge is displaced to a higher frequency. We may derive this effect from
Eqs. (43) ar (44). asstuning that £2 is negligible. If the seeond tenns

in both the n~erators and denaminators of these equations are imaginary,

thcn the reflectivites are cqual to one. For (o = 1 the eondition is

W 2-+ < O",,'" (47)

We conclude that. f / e "d 1 11' f . for w ~ wp eos o' an 1 ea meta le sur aee 15 per eet-
ly reflecting (Rs = Rp = 1).
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Reflectivity of a metallie surface for normal incidence (60 = O) and
Oblique incidence (80 = 45D). In the latter case results are shown
for.s-po~ar~zed (Rs) and p-polarize~ (~) light. Note that, at
ab11que 1nc1dence, the plasma edge 15 d1splaced to a higher frequen-
cy, given by wplcos6c. These graphs correspond to an experirnent
with frequency sean.
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The plasma edge a150 c~s into play in the case of angular sean
(Fig.6): the frequency is kept at a constan! valuc, greater than Wp. and
the angle 60 is varied. Neglecting again £2. and using Eq. (36), Eq.(43)
may be rewri tten in the fom

l
eos 80 Ism2Sc
cos 8

0
+ l:::m2ec

sin260

sm2s0

(48)

For any frequency, aboye wp' the critica! angle Se is a real angle, given
by Eq. (36). Then, by Eq. (48), if ea ~ ec we have Rs a t. (The same is
also true for Rp)' Of course, this is just what we would expect frem the
definition of the critical angle. (see discussion follCMing Eq. (36)).
The interesting paint is that, for £0 = 1, the condition 60 ¿ ~ is identi-
cal with the condition w ~ wp/cos 80 (or Eq. (47)). Thus we are led to the
understanding that, for a finite angle 80, a metal is perfectly reflectin~
(if C2 is neglected) bctween the frequencies wp and wlcos eo because total



reflection takes place. Of course, it is
although [or a different Teason. In this

tromagnetic fields can penetrate iTIto the
screening efíeet oí the free electrons at
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a1so pcrfectly reflecting below w •
p

frcqucncy region E < O and no elec-
interior oí the metal due to the
the surface.

Ke a150 note that R • Eq. (44), vanishes for an angle given by
1/2 Ptan 60 = (£/Eo) The RHS oí the 1ast equation defines the well known

Brewsterangle (tan eB :: 0/110) oí aptíes. Clearly, ea < eco \\hile the mini-

rJILDllin 1), is too small to be notable on the scale oí Fig.6(a) (withw = 2wp)'

it is very important in the case oí Fig. 6(b) (with lA) = 1.1 w¡).

7. PLA9-1CtiS

In the foregoing sections we ~ere diseussing waves which may propa-
gate in a metallic medium when an external wave is incident at the surface
oí this medium. Therefore the waves in the conductor correspond to forced
oscillations. driven by the incident wave. In the absence oí damping effects
these waves are transverse, i.e. the fields E and H are both perpendicular
to q~ N~ consider an obliquely incident and p-polarized wave. Tne nonnal
component fa the displacement vector is continuous across the interface and
therefore D = E(W) E. This equation may be satisfied with Dz = O,Zo z. o
E(~)= O, and Ez 1 O. In words: with no external excitation whatsoever the
medium supports an oscillating electric fieId at a frequency such that the
diclectric function vanishes. According to Eq. (13), in the absence of
damping, this happens at the plasma frequency, w =~. This is then a na.
tural frequency of the systcm, and the corresponding "plasma oscillations"
are normal modes. If £(w) is given by Eq. (10) then the equation £(w) = O
has the approximate root w = Wp - iv/2. This means that the plasma oscil-
lations decay with a time constant 2/v = 2T.

It is not difficult to see that the plasma oscillations -unlike the
clectromagnetic waves studied in the previous sections- are longitudinal,
¡.c. the electric field oscillatcs in the direction of pro~'gation. Indeed,
it follows fran Eq. (lb) that
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Fig.6.a Reflectivity af a metallie surface at a constant frequency w : 2wp:
angular sean for p-polarized (salid lioe) and s-polarized (dashed
lioe) ligth. Note that the results for Rp and Rs differ appreciably
only in a limited frequency region. Almost all the light i5 reflec-
ted for angles larger than the critical angle eco There i5 a mini-
mum in ~ at the Brewster angle 6e which, however, i5 not notable on
the scale of the figure •
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Fig.6.b Same as (a) fer w = 1.1Wp' The Brewster minimum causes Rp to deviate

qualitatively from Rs'
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(49)

"hen £(w) = O WC nk~Y have q.E , O, i.c. Eq. (49) is consistent with an elec-
trie field component along the wavevector. The fonnal proof £0110••...5 from

the following considerations. If c(w) = O then the RHSof Eq. (lb) vanishes.

Therefore wc havc VxH = O and v.A = O, as well. These two equations imply
tI spatially constant, or vanishing. magnctic field. \'¡'c are not interested in

thc first possibility, s~ we shal1 tale H = O. Then it fQl10ws íTem another

~~'cll's equation, that

(SO)

Therefore, qxE = O i.c. Ellq. lt is intercsting that, I.mlike in other

elcctromagnetic wave phenanena, the oscillations oí E are not accompanied by

oscillations of n. Thus the plasma oscillations are an electrie phenomenan.
The dispersion relation, w versus q, oí the plasma waves is shown in

Fig. 7 (labeled L). The horizontal line exhibits "dispcrsionless" behavior,

i.e. w= consto Ho,.;ever, this simple resul! is shortcoming of our local

theoT)' (see Scc.3). In a nonlocal theory E also depcnds on the wavevector,

and the equation E(~q) = O has a q-dependcnt solution for W. A small-q
expansion gives the following result:(3) ,(8),(15)

w' = ~ + (3/5) q2V? . (S 1)

It is obvious that plasma modes may be excited in a metal only by

p-polarized light, ~hich possesses a no~.l component, E_, of the electric

He ld. Melnyk and Harrisoo (9) have developed a theory oí ~plasmon exei tation

in mctals. They suggest that the effeet is amplified in thin metallic

films; in this case ncnlocal effects play an important role. Lindau and
~ilsson(9) have suceessfully carried out the corresponding experimento
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Fig. 7 The fundamental electromagnetic modes of a simple metal (schematic):
transverse bulk (T), longitudinal bulk (L), and surface (S) mode.

The dispersion TeJatian of the transverse waves is given by Eq.(17).
Upon substituting Eq. (13) and rearranging. Eq. (17) ma)' be written in the

fonn

(52)

llle las! result makes it particular!y c1ear that propagatian of electrcmag-

netic ~aves (with real q) in a metal is possible on]y for w > wp' This [it5
neatly into the picture of the plasma edge and the ultraviolet trIDlsparency.
The transverse solutions (52) are sho~n in Fig. 7 (labeled T). In thc limit
of ver)' high frequcncies the free electrons cannot £0110\'.', any more, the

05ci11atio05 of the electric fieId. Then the propagatian in the metal becomes
like propagation in vacuum, and thc dispersion relation approaches the
"1ight line".
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8. SURFACEPLASl-Oi-POlARlTCl\S

In the preceding section we limited the discussion to bulk modes of

the metallic medium. This means that the boundary and the adjacent insulat-
ing medium had no efíeet at a11. ~e shall n~ show that the interface be-
tween a metal!ic and an insulating medium supports certain normal modes of
the electranagnetic field. They are knm.TI as "surface plasmon-polaritons".

(Several revie~ articles,are listed in Ref. 16).
We Te~Tite Eq. (17) in the forro

q' + q' = q' ex , o

The corresponding equation for the insulator reads

q' • q 2 :c q'c
X 'o o o

(53)

(54)

We have used the faet that qx' unlike qz' is continuous across the interface.
~ext.e take the x-component of Eq. (lb):

(SS)

Because Ex and l)r are continuous, far the insulating mediumwe write

(56)

Dividing Eqs. (SS) and (56) "e find

(57)

Eqs. (53), (54), and (57) may be solved for the three unknowns qx' q" and
The resul ts are
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[ W2(: '. ' (58)qx qo E +-to j

qz qo t (59)
{C+EO)l/2

qz qo te (60)
(E+ £o)l/~

~e shall neglect dissipation, assuming that E is real. Of course,
£0 is real and positive. Then we can see frcm Eqs. (58)-(60) that. in a
frequency regian such that £(w) < - Eo' both qz and qzo are imaginary,
however qx is a real quantity. Such a state of affairs has the foll~'ing
interpretation. We have an e!ectromagnetic mode \o.hichpropaga tes in the
x-direction (in the plane of thc interface) ~ith a ~avcvcctor given by
Eq. (S8). Its amplitude is maximal at the interface and falls off expo-
nential!y a~ay frcm it, with deeay eonstants given by Eqs. (59) and (60)
in the respective media. It should be stressed that this decay is not
causctl by dissipation of energy. Indeed, we have "S\<.'itchedofr' the phe-
nomenological damping (v :::O). by assurning !hat E is real. Thus the
exponential decay is un intrinsic propcrty of the mode, in fact just the
property that makes it a surface mode.

If .••'e substitute Eq. (la) in Eq. (58) and solve for w versus qx
we get a dispersion relation for surface plasmon-polaritons. It is dra\o.n
schematically in Fig.7 (laheled 5). The limiting frequency. ws' of these
cxcitations is gotteo [rom the condítioo that the denominator of the
sq~1r~ root in Eq. (58) vanishes. ~cglecting dissipation we have

OT

(. + E.o l_1.J:,2/w2 EP + o o (61 )

:..... :::w 1(1 +(. )lh
S po'

(62)

1 [ thc metal is bounded by V3ClRlJ11 the RHS reduces to U>r/lI: lllÍs is the
v.;e11 knovm surface plasmon frequency. It is a natural frequcncy of oscil-
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(63)

lation of thc plasma. at the surfacc, just as úlp is a natural [requency of

05ci11atioo of thc bulk plasffiL1. Both the electrans and thc elcctric ficId
oscil late in thc x-: planco The tip of the vector E traces a~ cllipse in
this plane, at any poio! as a function oí time (or, at any instant, as a
funet ion of x).

:\t this point the reader mar v;onder \.:hether surface plasmon-polar-

itons may be excited at a mctallic surfacl' hy direct incidence of light.
The answcr, at least fOT a srooooth surface, is "no". Ke may find thc rea-

son by suitahly rewTiting Eq. (58):
'/2
> qo~

rOY simplicity ~e assumc that OUT metal is bounded by vacuum. Then Eq.(63)
becOOlCS q > q • ".•.hich rcads: the wavevector oí the surface plasman-polari-x o
ton mus! be largcr than the wavevector in vacuum. On the ater hand, for an
obliquely incident wave, qx = ~sin 60 < qc' We conclude that direct excita-
tion is not possible because it would violate the law oí conservation of
momentum (of the light).

The missing mcrncnturnmar be su~plied in 3 more sophisticat.~d, .~ttenu-
ated Total Reflection (ATR), experimento It involves three media: a prism,
a thin mctallic film, and air (Fig.8). The prism boosts the wavevector oí
the incident light to a value qonp' where np is the refractive index oí the
prism (usually between 1.5 and 4). Then q = q n sin ~o. This may be madex o p
larger thar q , as required by Eq. (63), provided that n sin 60 >1. There-o p
fore, thc surface polaritons may be excited only for angles of incidence
wnich are greater than the critical angle between the prism and the airo

In the geornetry of Fig.8 the incident wave actual1y tunnels through
thc thin filp and excites a plasmen-palariton at the free metallic surface.
An optimum choice of the film thickness leads to experimental dispcrsion
relations which usual1y fit thc theoretical one (for 1\0.'0 media), Eq. (58),
very well. Of course, thc light must be p-polarizcd, bccause the excita-
tion involves the component Ez, as well as Ex' The configuration oí Fig.8
is kn<J>oon as thc "Krctschmaru1(17)geometI)'''; it has becn suggested by Siroon(18)
for an expcriment by W1dergraduate students. An alternativc configuration
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-tho "Otto(19)

mctallic film.
Barker(20)

geometl).lF- inyoln's an air gap bct'...:een a prism and a massi\'e

An experiment fay students in this gcometry was described by

()deleClor

lhin melallic film
surface wave

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the excitation and detection of surface
electromagnetic waves (surface polaritons).

Fig.9 shows the result of theoretical simulatían cf an aptica] experi-
men! in the geometry oí Fig.8. (21) Note the dramatic minimumin the reflectivi-

ty fer p-polarized light, ~hich i5 completely absent fay s-polarizatían.
Indced. the minUmum occurs at an angle greater than the critica] angle be~'cen

thc prism and the aiT ""tlich bOlUld the thin IT\€"tallic film. Roughly speaking,

thc energy corresponding to the difference bet\ ..-een Rs aod Rp at the minirnlIDl
has gane into the excitation of a surface plasmon-polariton. In Fig.9 the

frequency w is kept constant; for this frequenc)' the wavevector of the exci-

tation is gotten fTem the equation

q. = q n sin ex b P ron (64)

Repeating the same procedure for other values of 'JJ one may trace "experiJJt:m-

tally" the enti re dispersion cun'e w versus qx' This technique. and the re-
5Ulting cun'e are sh(Jlo,TI in Fig. 10. The result is quite similar to the curve
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Fig.9 The reflectivities oEs- and p-polarized light as a function of the
angle ol incidenc~ ¡ft constant frequencyl in the experimental confi-
guration oE Fig.8 ~ The deep minimum in the Re curve 15 a result of
surface plasmon excitation. Definitions: D '"dwplc. where d 15 the

film thlckness, n '" W/Wp, N '" V/Wp' Q '" qxc/wp'
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Fig.10 The dispersion relation fer surface plasmons determined by slrnulatlng
an aptical experiment in the geometry oE Fig.8. The arrCMS in the
tour insets at points a1oo9 the dispersion curve show that these have
been determined from the minima oE the Rp versus Q curves (at ccns-
tant O). The scales oE the Q variables of the insets are identical
with that of the maio plot. Note the backbendinq at Q ~ Qm = 1.165.
The "light-line" n- Q (braken line) demonstrates that the entire dis-
persion curve Hes in the "nan-radiative regian", (FromRef.21).
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labeled S in Fig.7. HO\.•'cver, as qx"'oo the lirr.it w+ws is not attained.

Rathcr, the dispersion cun"e bends back at a li.rr:i ting value oí the "•.avevector

ano a frequency slightly lower thanws' The reasan far this efíee! lies in the
damping of surface plasmon-polaritons(22) (in Figs. 9 and 10 finite values of
v/wp were chosen).

Ke conc1uJe wi th an interesting point. attention to hhich was called

by Ca~dona(~3) The surface polariton is an undriven oscillation of the electro-
magnetic fields at the sUTface. Therefore it corrcs~nds formally to a reflcc-
tivity prOblem with no incident wave. i.c. to an infinite rcflecti\ity. Thcn
thc denominator oí Eq. (44) should vanish under conditions which give rise
to the existence oí a sUTface palariton. We use Eqs. (53), (54), and (18) to
prove that this is. indeed, true. The denominator of Eq. (44) IT~Ybe then
expressed as follows:

The express ion in the first brackets on the mis vanishes ~hen Eq. (57) is
satisfied. as anticipated.
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